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Public Policy in International Economic Law
"Superb. Combining unassailable analysis with a thorough grasp of economic and political trends, Duncan Green
convincingly argues that the region is headed for even greater tragedy unless people move toward more equitable and
ecologically sustainable models of economic development." —Walden Bello, founder of Focus on the Global South The first
edition of Green's Silent Revolution, published in 1995, described the imposition of neoliberal economic models in Latin
America, the role of the IMF and World Bank in enforcing them, and their consequences. In this second, revised edition,
Green extends his analysis into the present, showing how the current economic meltdown in Latin America was prepared by
an economic strategy that could never live up to its own claims. The new edition was completed in a moment when the
Argentinean economy is in ruins, Brazil is on the brink of collapse, riots are taking place in Uruguay, Peru, and in Paraguay,
and a U.S. supported coup has just been averted in Venezuela. It will be an essential work for understanding ongoing
developments in the region.

We are the Revolution!
This book presents a system view of the digital scientific and technological revolution, including its genesis and
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prerequisites, current trends, as well as current and potential issues and future prospects. It gathers selected research
papers presented at the 12th International Scientific and Practical Conference, organized by the Institute of Scientific
Communications. The conference “Artificial Intelligence: Anthropogenic Nature vs. Social Origin” took place on December
5–7, 2019 in Krasnoyarsk, Russia. The book is intended for academic researchers and independent experts studying the
social and human aspects of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the associated transition to the digital economy and
Industry 4.0, as well as the creators of the legal framework for this process and its participants – entrepreneurs, managers,
employees and consumers. It covers a variety of topics, including “intelligent” technologies and artificial intelligence, the
digital economy, the social environment of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and its consequences for humans, the
regulatory framework of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and the “green” consequences, prospects and financing of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution.

The Cuban Revolution as Socialist Human Development
Chapters on the role of internationalization, link between strategy, structure and Human resource management, mergers
and acquisitions.

The Economics of the Industrial Revolution
Martin Luther King, Jr., is widely celebrated as an American civil rights hero. Yet King's nonviolent opposition to racism,
militarism, and economic injustice had deeper roots and more radical implications than is commonly appreciated, Thomas
F. Jackson argues in this searching reinterpretation of King's public ministry. Between the 1940s and the 1960s, King was
influenced by and in turn reshaped the political cultures of the black freedom movement and democratic left. His vision of
unfettered human rights drew on the diverse tenets of the African American social gospel, socialism, left-New Deal
liberalism, Gandhian philosophy, and Popular Front internationalism. King's early leadership reached beyond southern
desegregation and voting rights. As the freedom movement of the 1950s and early 1960s confronted poverty and economic
reprisals, King championed trade union rights, equal job opportunities, metropolitan integration, and full employment. When
the civil rights and antipoverty policies of the Johnson administration failed to deliver on the movement's goals of economic
freedom for all, King demanded that the federal government guarantee jobs, income, and local power for poor people.
When the Vietnam war stalled domestic liberalism, King called on the nation to abandon imperialism and become a global
force for multiracial democracy and economic justice. Drawing widely on published and unpublished archival sources,
Jackson explains the contexts and meanings of King's increasingly open call for "a radical redistribution of political and
economic power" in American cities, the nation, and the world. The mid-1960s ghetto uprisings were in fact revolts against
unemployment, powerlessness, police violence, and institutionalized racism, King argued. His final dream, a Poor People's
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March on Washington, aimed to mobilize Americans across racial and class lines to reverse a national cycle of urban
conflict, political backlash, and policy retrenchment. King's vision of economic democracy and international human rights
remains a powerful inspiration for those committed to ending racism and poverty in our time.

The Institutional Revolution
The Industrial Revolution, powered by oil and other fossil fuels, is spiraling into a dangerous endgame. The price of gas and
food are climbing, unemployment remains high, the housing market has tanked, consumer and government debt is soaring,
and the recovery is slowing. Facing the prospect of a second collapse of the global economy, humanity is desperate for a
sustainable economic game plan to take us into the future. Here, Jeremy Rifkin explores how Internet technology and
renewable energy are merging to create a powerful "Third Industrial Revolution." He asks us to imagine hundreds of
millions of people producing their own green energy in their homes, offices, and factories, and sharing it with each other in
an "energy internet," just like we now create and share information online. Rifkin describes how the five-pillars of the Third
Industrial Revolution will create thousands of businesses, millions of jobs, and usher in a fundamental reordering of human
relationships, from hierarchical to lateral power, that will impact the way we conduct commerce, govern society, educate
our children, and engage in civic life. Rifkin's vision is already gaining traction in the international community. The European
Union Parliament has issued a formal declaration calling for its implementation, and other nations in Asia, Africa, and the
Americas, are quickly preparing their own initiatives for transitioning into the new economic paradigm. The Third Industrial
Revolution is an insider's account of the next great economic era, including a look into the personalities and players —
heads of state, global CEOs, social entrepreneurs, and NGOs — who are pioneering its implementation around the world.

Revolution and The Economic Human Rights in Egypt
This book discusses the nature and process of change in human society over the past two million years. The author draws
on economic, historical and biological concepts to examine the driving forces of change and looks to likely developments in
the future. This analysis produces some very thought-provoking and controversial conclusions.

The Information Technology Revolution and Economic Development
Contributed articles on Mahbub ul Haq, 1934-1998, Pakistani economist.

The Third Industrial Revolution
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From Civil Rights to Human Rights
Smart phones are just the beginning . . . A tech exec’s New York Times bestselling, groundbreaking analysis of the impact
of mobile intelligence. With the perspective of a historian, the precision of a technologist, and the pragmatism of a CEO,
Michael J. Saylor of MicroStrategy provides a panoramic view of the future mobile world. He describes how: A Harvard
education will be available to anyone with the touch of a screen. Cash will become virtual software and crime proof. Cars,
homes, fruit, animals, and more will be tagged so they can tell you about themselves. Buying an item will be as easy as
pointing our mobile device to scan and pay. Land and capital will become more of a liability than an asset. Social mobile
media will push all businesses to think and act like software companies. Employment will shift as more service-oriented jobs
are automated by mobile software. Products, businesses, industries, economies, and even society will be altered forever as
the Mobile wave washes over us and changes the landscape. With so much change, The Mobile Wave is a guidebook for
individuals, business leaders, and public figures who must navigate the new terrain as mobile intelligence changes
everything. “The visionary picture he paints of the future is captivating, informative, and thought-provoking . . . Readers will
be able understand and appreciate his clear and engaging exploration of a complex, red-hot, and thoroughly up-to-the
minute topic.”—USA Today “A thoughtful romp across invention and innovation.”—Fortune “A blueprint for impending
change and a sober warning for the laggards who resist it.”—Forbes.com

The Human Tradition in the American Revolution
'The books should. . . . be bought by every university library. The research reported here is important, the exposition is
lucid, the sequencing of chapters is sensible and the retrospective aspect of the volumes provides a fascinating insight into
the working methods of one of the great economists of our time.' - Geraint Johnes, International Journal of Manpower
Studies in Human Capital, the first volume of Jacob Mincer's essays to be published in this series, assesses the impact of
education and job training on wage growth. It offers an authoritative study of the effects of human capital investments on
labor turnover and the impact of technological change on human capital formation.

New Dimensions in Agricultural Geography: Human perception and technological change in
agriculture
This book considers the cultural legacy of the Keynesian Revolution in economics. It assesses the impact of Keynes and
Keynesian thinking upon economics and policy, as well as the response of the Chicago and Austrian schools, and the legacy
of all three in shaping economic life. The book is a call to restore economics to its roots in moral and cultural knowledge,
reminding us that human beings are more than consumers. The Keynesian Revolution taught us that we should be happy if
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we are prosperous, but instead we feel hollow and morally anxious – our economy feels empty. Drawing on paradigms from
earlier historical periods while affirming modern market systems, this book encourages a return to a view of human beings
as persons with the right and responsibility to discover, and do, the things in life that are intrinsically good and enduring.
Because in the long run, the legacy of our choices will continue long after “we’re all dead.”

The Status of Women in Classical Economic Thought
Advances in technological innovations, automation, and the latest developments in artificial intelligence (AI) have
revolutionized the nature of work and created a demand for a new set of skills to navigate the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(Industry 4.0). Therefore, it is necessary to equip displaced workers with a new set of skills that are essential for conversion
into technical or other functional areas of business. Human Capital Formation for the Fourth Industrial Revolution is an
essential research publication that recognizes the need to revitalize human capital formation for graduate employability in
Industry 4.0 and discusses new skills and competencies needed to cope with the challenges present within this industrial
revolution. The book seeks to provide a basis for curriculum design in line with the advances in technological innovations,
automation, and artificial intelligence to enhance current and future employment. Featuring an array of topics such as
curriculum design, emotional intelligence, and healthcare, this book is ideal for human resource managers, development
specialists, training officers, teachers, universities, practitioners, academicians, researchers, managers, policymakers, and
students.

World System History
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
In The Third Revolution, eminent China scholar Elizabeth C. Economy provides an incisive look at the transformative
changes underway in China today. Chinese leader Xi Jinping has unleashed a powerful set of political and economic reforms:
the centralization of power under Xi, himself, the expansion of the Communist Party's role in Chinese political, social, and
economic life, and the construction of a virtual wall of regulations to control more closely the exchange of ideas and capital
between China and the outside world. Beyond its borders, Beijing has recast itself as a great power, seeking to reclaim its
past glory and to create a system of international norms that better serves its more ambitious geostrategic objectives. In so
doing, the Chinese leadership is reversing the trends toward greater political and economic opening, as well as the lowprofile foreign policy, that had been put in motion by Deng Xiaoping's "Second Revolution" thirty years earlier. Through a
wide-ranging exploration of Xi Jinping's top political, economic and foreign policy priorities-fighting corruption, managing
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the Internet, reforming the state-owned enterprise sector, improving the country's innovation capacity, enhancing air
quality, and elevating China's presence on the global stage-Economy identifies the tensions, shortcomings, and successes
of Xi's reform efforts over the course of his first five years in office. She also assesses their implications for the rest of the
world, and provides recommendations for how the United States and others should navigate their relationship with this vast
nation in the coming years.

Human Capital Formation for the Fourth Industrial Revolution
"A book that will delight students… Key Texts in Human Geography is a primer of 26 interpretive essays designed to open
up the subject's landmark monographs of the past 50 years to critical interpretation The essays are uniformly excellent and
the enthusiasm of the authors for the project shines through… It will find itself at the top of a thousand module handouts." THE Textbook Guide "Will surely become a ‘key text’ itself. Read any chapter and you will want to compare it with another.
Before you realize, an afternoon is gone and then you are tracking down the originals." - Professor James Sidaway,
University of Plymouth 'An essential synopsis of essential readings that every human geographer must read. It is highly
recommended for those just embarking on their careers as well as those who need a reminder of how and why geography
moved from the margins of social thought to its very core." - Barney Warf, Florida State University Undergraduate
geography students are often directed to 'key' texts in the literature but find them difficult to read because of their
language and argument. As a result, they fail to get to grips with the subject matter and gravitate towards course textbooks
instead. Key Texts in Human Geography serves as a primer and companion to the key texts in human geography published
over the past 40 years. It is not a reader, but a volume of 26 interpretive essays highlighting: the significance of the text
how the book should be read reactions and controversies surrounding the book the book's long-term legacy. It is an
essential reference guide for all students of human geography and provides an invaluable interpretive tool in answering
questions about human geography and what constitutes geographical knowledge.

Pioneering the Human Development Revolution
A vital overview of perspective on the history of the world system for all graduates and researchers in a variety of fields
such as international political economy, world history and sociology.

Silent Revolution
Information is a major development resource, joining the ranks with human, natural and financial resources. Therefore,
development agencies must understand the role of information and information technologies (informatics) in the developing
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countries to respond to a rapidly evolving global environment. The ongoing information explosion in the industrialized
economies contrasts sharply with the information poverty of developing countries. This poverty takes many forms, including
poor information support for macroeconomic and sectoral policy formulation and implementation, limited access to
information for rural populations, and isolation of researchers and professionals from international research findings and so
on. Informatics applications offers new ways to make the most of the managerial and institutional resources of developing
countries, with the most widespread benefits likely to come from applying it to priority sectors. Governments are
recognizing their roles as information providers and users, facilitators of information technology diffusion, and providers of
information and communication infrastructures, as well as their role in setting policies for informatics. During the 1990s the
impact of information technology will be felt increasingly. Developing countries at all levels of development must stay
abreast of the information revolution : they cannot afford to ignore this "second industrial revolution."

The Robot Revolution
Ishay recounts the struggle for human rights across the ages, from the Mesopotamian Codes of Hammurabi to the era of
globalization. She illustrates how the history of human rights has evolved from one era to the next through texts, cultural
traditions, & creative expression.

The Third Revolution
Through a comparative analysis of Iran under the Shah, Nicaragua under the Somozas and the Philippines under Marcos,
Steinmetz evaluates the effectiveness of American priorities in authoritarian states that were perceived to protect U.S.
interests.

International Human Resource Management
An unconventional evaluation of the causes which, in the last ten years, have dramatically pushed down the rates of
economic growth. The distinguished author, a member of the Club of Rome, argues that it is not simply a question of a new
long term economic cycle of the types described by Schumpeter and Kondratieff, but is rather the effect of a fundamental
change in the traditional, industrial modes of production. A clear evaluation of such change leads to the necessity of
reformulating the notion of economic value, in order to find new strategies for developing a nation's wealth.

The Mobile Wave
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States reject inequality when they choose to ratify the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR), but to date the ICESCR has not yet figured prominently in the policy calculus behind States' international
economic decisions. This book responds to the modern challenge of operationalizing the ICESCR, particularly in the context
of States' decisions within international trade, finance, and investment. Differentiating between public policy mechanisms
and institutional functional mandates in the international trade, finance, and investment systems, this book shows legal and
policy gateways for States to feasibly translate their fundamental duties to respect, protect, and fulfil economic, social and
cultural rights into their trade, finance, and investment commitments, agreements, and contracts. It approaches the
problem of harmonizing social protection objectives under the ICESCR with a State's international economic treaty
obligations, from the designing and interpreting international treaty texts, up to the institutional monitoring and empirical
analysis of ICESCR compliance. In examining public policy options, the book takes into account around five decades of
States' implementation of social protection commitments under the ICESCR; its normative evolution through the UN
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the Committee's expanded fact-finding and adjudicative
competences under the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR; as well as the critical, dialectical, and deliberative roles of diverse
functional interpretive communities within international trade, finance, and investment law. Ultimately, the book shoes how
States' ICESCR commitments operate as the normative foundation of their trade, finance, and investment decisions.

Democratic Transition and Human Rights
In the bestselling tradition of The Fred Factorand What the CEO Wants You to Know, bestselling author and quality guru
Subir Chowdhury (The Power of Six Sigma), tackles a question that has haunted him in his consulting work with companies
for years. Why is it that some companies improve 50x, while others improve only incrementally? The ideas and training,
after all, is the same. What is the difference? That is the question he tackles in this compelling and empowering new book.
In The Difference, Subir Chowdhury looks at what distinguishes a company that adopts his quality training processes, and
improves 5x, versus a company that adopts the same training and consulting, but increases their profits and quality 50x.
The difference, he claims, is this short, engaging, and insightful book, is the people in your workplace, on your staff, in your
executive offices. The best processes and training programs in the world will not lead to world-class operations, unless a
company first looks to the people who make up their workforce. Only by creating a "caring mindset" -- a culture built upon
straightforwardness, honest and openness; a management structure that thinks about the concerns of their people; a
workplace that inspires accountability and engagement; and managers and employees who tackle the challenges they face
with perseverance and resolve, can companies flourish and excel.

Revolution with a Human Face
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This collection of 17 biographies provides a unique opportunity for the reader to go beyond the popular heroes of the
American Revolution and discover the diverse populace that inhabited the colonies during this pivotal point in history.

The International Economic Law Revolution and the Right to Regulate
To find more information about Rowman and Littlefield titles, please visit www.rowmanlittlefield.com.

Just Revolution
The purpose of this book is to review and analysis The Economic Human Rights in Egypt. The book addresses the following
topics: 1. The Economic Human Rights situation in Egypt. 2. The most important indicators of economic performance and
living standards in Egypt. 3. The main elements through which it can enhance a respect for Economic Human Rights in
Egypt as defined by the January 25th Revolution and in light of Egypt’s National and International commitments in the field
of Human Rights.

The Metropolitan Revolution
In the coming decades robots and artificial intelligence will fundamentally change our world. In doing so they offer the hope
of a golden future, but there are dangers. This book looks at both the history of robots, in science and in fiction, as well as
the science behind robots. Specific chapters analyse the impact of robots on the labour market, people’s attitudes to robots,
the impact of robots on society, and the appropriate policies to pursue to prepare our world for the robot revolution. Overall
the book strikes a cautionary tone. Robots will change our world dramatically and they will also change human beings.
These important issues are examined from the perspective of an economist, but the book is intended to appeal to a wider
audience in the social sciences and beyond.

Ecological Economics
The History of Human Rights
Freedom for the spiritual-cultural life, equality and democracy for human rights, initiative and solidarity for the economic
sphere Revolutions happen when society does not change and evolve. Stagnation and resistance create a situation in which
a leap in development is required. In nature, living organisms suffering from inner blockages must heal or die. The same
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applies to the social organism--society--which occasionally requires drastic change to avoid complete collapse or violent
revolution. With his oft-repeated phrase 'We are the Revolution ', the artist and social activist Joseph Beuys was intimating
that true transformation develops from within, in an artistic or creative way. People are the source of metamorphosis in the
social realm. But in modern times a "we" is also required--an agreement with others. The individual connects with fellow
human beings, in active cooperation, as a solid foundation for healthy forms of coexistence. In a series of clear and
insightful essays, Ulrich Rosch builds on the "threefold" social thinking of Rudolf Steiner, Joseph Beuys and others,
presenting ideas for change in the context of twenty-first-century life. Our world has become unified through the global
division of labor and interdependence, which calls for fresh thinking and rejuvenated social forms. Rosch compares the
spirituality and social action of Mahatma Gandhi and Rudolf Steiner; takes the living example of a biodynamic farm as a
social organism; and studies the tangible situation of the production and worldwide sale of bananas as a symptom of
inequitable commerce.

Cycles, Value & Employment
A comprehensive introduction to the emerging field of ecological economics assuming no prior knowledge of economics.

The Keynesian Revolution and Our Empty Economy
Winner: 2002 Choice Outstanding Academic Title Award What are human rights? What justifies us in believing we have
them? What are rights-holders and duty-bearers? Who should bear the costs and responsibilities for making human rights
real? Why have some criticized the human rights perspective? And how can those supportive of human rights best respond?
These and other conceptual issues are discussed in full in the first part of this book. The second part offers a detailed
account of how the human rights idea came to be such a powerful force in the contemporary world; it traces the evolution
of human rights from their origins to their present position in our daily lives, in political struggles, and in both national and
international law.

China, Social and Economic Conditions
Just Revolution focuses on oppressed peoples as agents of social transformation in their own political contexts. Using the
South African struggle against apartheid as a case study, this book posits a theory of just revolution that rests upon
nonviolent just peacemaking practices and social reconciliation bolstered by restorative justice.

The Dynamic Society
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The book argues that the Cuban Revolution should be understood as a model of socialist human development. Several
particular features of this model were critical to the survival of the Cuban Revolution under conditions of neoliberal
globalization.

Biopolicy
John Komlos examines the industrial expansion of Austria from a fresh viewpoint and develops a new model for the
industrial revolution. By integrating recent advances in the study of human biology and nutrition as they relate to physical
stature, population growth, and levels of economic development, he reveals an intense Malthusian crisis in the Habsburg
lands during the second half of the eighteenth century. At that time food shortages brought about by the accelerated
population growth of the 1730s forced the government to adopt a reform program that opened the way for the beginning of
the industrial revolution in Austria and in the Czech Crownlands. Comparing this "Austrian model" of economic growth to
the industrial revolution in Britain, Komlos argues that the model is general enough to explain demographic and economic
growth elsewhere in Europe--despite obvious regional differences. The main feature of the model is the interplay between a
persistent, even if small, tendency to accumulate capital and a population with an underlying tendency to grow in numbers
while remaining subject to Malthusian checks, particularly a limited availability of food. According to Komlos, modern
economic growth in Europe began when the food constraint was finally lifted. Originally published in 1989. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since
its founding in 1905.

Scientific and Technical Revolution: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
A collection of 13 previously published articles.

The Story of Human Progress
This volume explores the linkage of the life sciences with policy (biopolicy). It features two points of departure: the
implications of the neurosciences for public policy; and the implications of evolutionary theory for policy-making. It includes
several case studies of how these points of departure inform our knowledge of policy.
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Nutrition and Economic Development in the Eighteenth-Century Habsburg Monarchy
In this social and cultural history of Czechoslovakia’s "gentle revolution," James Krapfl shifts the focus away from elites to
ordinary citizens who endeavored—from the outbreak of revolution in 1989 to the demise of the Czechoslovak federation in
1992—to establish a new, democratic political culture. Unique in its balanced coverage of developments in both Czech and
Slovak lands, including the Hungarian minority of southern Slovakia, this book looks beyond Prague and Bratislava to
collective action in small towns, provincial factories, and collective farms. Through his broad and deep analysis of workers’
declarations, student bulletins, newspapers, film footage, and the proceedings of local administrative bodies, Krapfl
contends that Czechoslovaks rejected Communism not because it was socialist, but because it was arbitrarily bureaucratic
and inhumane. The restoration of a basic "humanness"—in politics and in daily relations among citizens—was the central
goal of the revolution. In the strikes and demonstrations that began in the last weeks of 1989, Krapfl argues, citizens forged
new symbols and a new symbolic system to reflect the humane, democratic, and nonviolent community they sought to
create. Tracing the course of the revolution from early, idealistic euphoria through turns to radicalism and ultimately
subversive reaction, Revolution with a Human Face finds in Czechoslovakia’s experiences lessons of both inspiration and
caution for people in other countries striving to democratize their governments.

Understanding The Process Of Economic Change
This book explores how the classical economists explained the status of women in society. As the essays show, the focus of
the classical school was not nearly as limited to the activities of men as conventional wisdom has supposed. Chris Nyland
from Monash University.

Key Texts in Human Geography
Studies in Human Capital
Across the US, cities and metropolitan areas are facing huge economic and competitive challenges that Washington won't,
or can't, solve. The good news is that networks of metropolitan leaders – mayors, business and labor leaders, educators,
and philanthropists – are stepping up and powering the nation forward. These state and local leaders are doing the hard
work to grow more jobs and make their communities more prosperous, and they're investing in infrastructure, making
manufacturing a priority, and equipping workers with the skills they need. In The Metropolitan Revolution, Bruce Katz and
Jennifer Bradley highlight success stories and the people behind them. · New York City: Efforts are under way to diversify
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the city's vast economy · Portland: Is selling the "sustainability" solutions it has perfected to other cities around the world ·
Northeast Ohio: Groups are using industrial-age skills to invent new twenty-first-century materials, tools, and processes ·
Houston: Modern settlement house helps immigrants climb the employment ladder · Miami: Innovators are forging strong
ties with Brazil and other nations · Denver and Los Angeles: Leaders are breaking political barriers and building world-class
metropolises · Boston and Detroit: Innovation districts are hatching ideas to power these economies for the next century
The lessons in this book can help other cities meet their challenges. Change is happening, and every community in the
country can benefit. Change happens where we live, and if leaders won't do it, citizens should demand it. The Metropolitan
Revolution was the 2013 Foreword Reviews Bronze winner for Political Science.

Human Rights
Few events in the history of humanity rival the Industrial Revolution. Following its onset in eighteenth-century Britain,
sweeping changes in agriculture, manufacturing, transportation, and technology began to gain unstoppable momentum
throughout Europe, North America, and eventually much of the world—with profound effects on socioeconomic and cultural
conditions. In The Institutional Revolution, Douglas W. Allen offers a thought-provoking account of another, quieter
revolution that took place at the end of the eighteenth century and allowed for the full exploitation of the many new
technological innovations. Fundamental to this shift were dramatic changes in institutions, or the rules that govern society,
which reflected significant improvements in the ability to measure performance—whether of government officials, laborers,
or naval officers—thereby reducing the role of nature and the hazards of variance in daily affairs. Along the way, Allen
provides readers with a fascinating explanation of the critical roles played by seemingly bizarre institutions, from dueling to
the purchase of one’s rank in the British Army. Engagingly written, The Institutional Revolution traces the dramatic shift
from premodern institutions based on patronage, purchase, and personal ties toward modern institutions based on
standardization, merit, and wage labor—a shift which was crucial to the explosive economic growth of the Industrial
Revolution.
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